
 

Bead Tool 4 Serial Number
VERIFIED

The first I heard of it was in early September when I posted a question
here and found the BeadCreator 5 serial number. But it is hard to get
any official responses when you have to go through their customer
service page. The page returns a 404 error code each time. For a

comprehensive review I am switching over from BeadTool to
BeadCreator. I have verified it on seven systems and it has worked
consistently. BeadTool says you can’t export a memory card image
without a license but what I have seen is that on every computer I

have downloaded it on, it does actually allow you to make a memory
card image. So if you need to license a package for a class or special

event, get BeadCreator instead and if you are just exporting a pattern,
BeadCreator will work just fine. BeadTools nice marketing is really just
hype. Its good and bad. Good in that you have a chance to be one of

the early adopters, bad in that your dongle needs replacing more
often than does BeadCreators and it is more expensive than most. I
just purchased 2 BeadCreator™ licenses from beadminder today for
$40 (sale) after already having purchased one license for BeadTool™

which came with a lifetime license. I have just spent the last hour
downloading the 60,000 images from beadminder as only 1000 to

2000 are contained in the bundle that came with BeadTool. I should
have downloaded them before I did this and reallocated memory on
my computer for quick "viewing". So now I will not able to upload my

art to the BeadTool server, therefore I will not be able to make
exported patterns for you to use. I am happy to continue to help you
and so is my buddys customer support team. They will continue to

assist you and get you fixed up. We do offer a discount when you buy
BeadCreator a second time, so go ahead and buy and you will be

supporting a good company.
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I was going to buy bead
creator but now I will wait

for BeadTool 4. I really dont
like the way BeadTool

operated on my computer
and it was extremely slow

loading.If you need the
beaded image on your
flash drive now I would

recommend BeadCreator. I
have used BeadTool and

purchased the 3-year
license, it has worked great

over the years, but now I
have to delete BeadTool
and download the latest
version of BeadCreator.

This is an expensive
product and I use it daily. I
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can be emailed direct when
issues are resolved. Hi I am

a fellow custom bead
blogger/designer. You

should not need a dongle
to download this software. I
have it and it works fine. I
am very curious as to why

you can not use the
software alone, you do not

need the dongle. I have
been using bead creator for
years and years and it does
not need a dongle and you

can download in a few
minutes. Editors note: I

came across
BeadStudio.com ’s blog
today and thought you
might be interested in
them, as they do sell

software (for really low
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prices, at that!). Of course,
I didnt know that I would
stumble across this while

researching other
programs, but I am glad I

did as they are still in
business and have
something to offer.

Regardless, I will always
purchase software from the
pros (meaning, the makers

and designers of the
software), as they know
the ins and outs of the

software and have a great
experience. This is a really

nice feature, but it is
limited as it only supports

five patterns at a time.
Considering the 500+

pieces I have to do a bead
shopping trip for, this is
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really limiting. I would have
to have it send one file for
each pattern, not one for
each person in the party.

Having it tie them together
would have been nice.
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